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Abstract. Can the famous, traditional brand prosper long gaining profits from its 

high reputation? Is it enough to introduce an excellent product and frequent 

additives to ensure company’s good position? Unfortunately, not. The world 

becomes increasingly dynamic in current age of accelerated growth. The crisis 

point might suddenly appear triggering a sequence of unplanned events, forcing 

organizations to rearrange its key aspects. Here, the story of LEGO draws a 

distinct connection to Adaptive Cycle and therefore is an example of how the 

theoretical Cycle applies to real-life company. 
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Introduction 

In 1932 Ole Kirk Christiansen (Danish carpenter) started a company manufacturing 

houses and furniture, and as a craftsman he used the leftovers to build simple toys. 

Soon he discovered potential in wooden bricks of his production and in 1934 named 

the company LEGO and focused on toys production only. As the market evolved the 

growing availability of different materials was noticed. Despite the strong skepticism 

towards any other than wooden toys at that time, Ole listened to his son’s advice and 

made advantage of plastic as non-flammable, bright and colorful material, that 

ensured extreme precision in shapes created. Between 1949 and 1963 the products 

line switched gradually from entirely wooden to entirely plastic with greater clutching 

abilities and new stud-and-tube mechanism that we know today.  

In its existence LEGO went through all the stages of Adaptive Cycle. The 

insights into specific stages are provided below together with an explanation about 

how the company moved its position through different phases. 

1. Equilibrium 

From the 1960s company strategies and products line were well established and didn’t 

require many corrections. Equilibrium was reached. There was only product growth 

and some small adjustments (e.g. the toy characters roles replacement, from engineer, 

housewife, architect-hero to media-hero, like wizard, princess, space explorer etc.) 

This phase took a very long, successful run for the company. LEGO was well 

managed and was able to keep up with steadily growing environment. It reached the 

top and stayed there for 50 years thanks to the proper strategy and good decisions 

made in well-defined, known settings. The problem appeared when children started 

playing the digital games more than real-life toys in a high-tech world of 21st century. 



2. Crisis 

In 1990s technological revolution became more visible and LEGO noticed potential 

threat emerging from new competition of electronic entertainment. Therefore, 

company management searched for new ideas and implemented numerous 

innovations to suit the changing habits of customers (wide product differentiation). 

Surprisingly, these actions caused the opposite effect and the company encountered 

crash. It was the improbable that LEGO was not prepared for. Innovations researched 

as usual did not work this time for some reason. Through few years crisis deepened 

and bankruptcy was nearly reached in 2003. To find a way out and find opportunities 

to stand back on feet management had to accept the current situation and look ahead 

for new solutions. 

3. New combinations 

First thing was to establish the new mission. Having this done by specialists and 

stakeholders, organization switched focus towards customers. Asking fans to 

influence the company was an important step helping to find direction of 

improvement. They gained rich feedback about the products and started open 

discussions for all possible ideas. The most meaningful statement achieved was that 

the change doesn’t have to be radical. Ideas were generated in use of all possible 

sources and all were considered. 

4. Entrepreneurship 

The best chosen strategies for LEGO recovery included: bringing back the basic 

product that offered high creativity level (building process as a core value again) and 

introducing LEGO Mindstorm (programmable robots) to engage adults as players. 

These were accurate decisions made in attitude of new understanding. Success was 

expected.   

After adaptation of the new rules company achieved new equilibrium. Certainty 

reappeared among the managers and strong market position could be- and was 

obtained. Increasing company status is proven by LEGO net profit that reached 

US$112 million in 2005 and grew up to US$291 million in 2006 [2]. 

Conclusion 

LEGO is an extraordinary company creating simple, but unique toys loved by most of 

us. Introduced 80 years ago it met a lot of turning points, that required innovations to 

cover various changes of market and society. However, just after the turn of 

millenniums there was a real turnover for LEGO company, that led to total 

reorganization. It did take time to find new opportunities, but in the end those were 

found resulting in new equilibrium settlement. We can learn from this case that even a 

dominant global organization can face the unexpected. In this situation important is 

how fast management accepts the new surroundings and change the perception.  
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